
   White Bear Area Golf Networking Group 2013 

 

Questions?  Contact Either: 
Kyle Sommer –651-341-2330, Kyle.Sommer@tbs.toshiba.com 
Jesse Reynolds –651-324-5284, JReynolds@Carlsonchiro.net 
 

“I'm a firm believer that it's hard to find a place better to build, deepen, and strengthen 

relationships than the golf course." – Arnold Palmer. 

 

 Relationships are what we strive for as business 

professionals, so why not supplement your networking 

with the game that has been associated with successful 

business individuals for centuries? 

Details: 

Where:  Oneka Ridge Golf Course (Oneka is a member of the Chamber, let’s promote 

business with other chamber members by giving some business to a chamber 

member!) 

Cost:   Jon Hatcher, Manager @ Oneka Ridge, is generously supporting us by giving discounted rates 

for any member of this group:  $15/Walk or $22 to ride for 9 holes.  If you wish to take on 18 

holes he is also discounting those rates for $20/walk or $30 to ride!   

When: Date: The 3rd Thursday of every month.  

Time: We currently have three(3) back-back Tee times starting 6/27/13 starting at 

11:20 am.    

 RSVP: Please call or email either Kyle or Jesse(contact info below) to sign up 

and we will adjust tees accordingly.  We need to give Oneka a heads up if 

there are more than three tees so please try to RSVP within 3-4 days out. 

How:   The goal is that every month, you are teeing up with different business chamber members 

and you will all be given a sheet with a topic of the week.  Throughout the 9 holes, you will 

discuss what others in your group feel about the topic and at the end of the round you will 

turn the sheet in with the consensus of your group’s opinion on the topic.   

Example Topic of discussion:  Facebook networking is a great tool, but allowing access to 

employees can be dangerous and decrease their productivity.  How do you feel about 

facebook in the workplace? 

Example of group answer: Get rid of facebook! 

 

We look forward to seeing you on the course! 
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